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1 Timekeeping: why use millisecond pulsars as
clocks?
A pulsar timescale provides a parallel standard to terrestrial ones, that is
based on macroscopic neutron stars behaviour instead of quantum processes.
Because it is not based on Earth, and distributed amongst millisecond pulsars
in the galaxy, it is robust to any catastrophic risk on Earth. MSPs are long-
lived, so a pulsar timescale will remain operational longer than any clock we
can construct on Earth (see e.g. Hobbs et al 2012).
The usefulness of a pulsar timescale is likely to rise, as international collab-
orations between various pulsar timing arrays will make their precision improve
dramatically (Manchester et al 2017).
2 Positioning: why navigate with millisecond
pulsars?
MSPs have also been shown to be useful for galactic navigation, as they
provide all the necessary ingredients for a passive and accurate galactic posi-
tioning system. This is known in astronautics as X-ray pulsar-based navigation
(XNAV, see e.g. Sheikh et al. 2006; Becker, Bernhardt, and Jessner 2013).
XNAV uses a time-of-arrival navigation method comparable to GPS, accurate
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down to about 100 meters. MSPs thus promise to constitute a positioning and
navigation standard for future navigation in the solar system and in the galaxy.
As with Earths clocks and GPS, timing and positioning standards have many
more applications beyond clocks and navigation, such as the general synchro-
nization of actions. With MSPs, a similarly wide array of applications might
hold at a galactic scale.
3 Communication: why use millisecond pulsars
for metadata?
Humans have already used pulsars to locate the Earth, back in 1972 with the
plaque attached to the Pioneer 10 spacecraft (Sagan, Sagan and Drake 1972).
If we assume that there are other civilisations in the galaxy, MSPs could
be key in providing metadata standards for any communication. Any letter or
email contains metadata information about where it comes from, where it goes,
and when it was written. We can expect that similar conventions exist for any
potential galactic communication. Interstellar messages are likely to be galacto-
tagged and pulsar-time-stamped by reference to MSPs. This is consistent with
the notion of astrophysical coding that suggests to encode interstellar messages
according to a shared astrophysical context, such as pulsars (Cordes and Sullivan
1995, Sullivan and Cordes 1995).
This simple remark is constraining for SETI. Given any suspicious message
we find, the first step becomes to attempt to decode not the message itself,
but its metadata (Vidal 2017, sec. 5). It’s much easier to decode metadata
information, than encoded information.
4 Little Green Men after all?
Could extraterrestrial civilisations modulate pulsar signals (Chennaman-
galam et al. 2015) to maintain a Pulsar Positioning System (Vidal 2017)? I
suggested lines of inquiry to test this idea, that may lead to new predictions
regarding the spatial and power distribution of MSPs in the galaxy; their pop-
ulation; their evolutionary tracks; possible synchronisation between MSPs; as
well as decoding metadata or information in MSPs’ pulses. Such an instance of
stellar engineering operating on binary stars (Vidal 2016) would be an example
of a Type II civilisation on Kardashev’s (1964) scale.
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5 Conclusion
Millisecond pulsars hold great promises for the future of humanity, to set
timekeeping, positioning and metadata communication standards.
Astrophysicists already use the exceptional timing properties of MSPs for
many purposes and more may be discovered. Astronautics engineers are testing
pulsar navigation now, with the XPNAV1 satellite (China) and NASA’s NICER
mission (USA). For potential communication with ETI, we have already used
pulsar metadata to message to potential extraterrestrial intelligence, and such
metadata is arguably a simple kind of signal we might be able to decipher.
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